
 

 

 
balzer art projects is proud to present Swiss artist Mimi von Moos (*1969) with her third 
gallery project. Von Moos works across media in sculpture, video, photography and 
drawing. In most of her work, her installations are predominantly site-specific.  In “Anne-
Marie im Neuland”, the artist investigates the subject of photography, specifically the 
relationship between analog and digital and the way in which personal appropriation is 
reflective upon the work. In most of von Moos’ work, memories - individual, collective, 
personal, and memory as a narrative and conceptual - are of overriding importance. 
 
In "Anne-Marie im Neuland", a paradigm change in von Moos’ work has manifests itself.  
While in the previous installations at balzer art projects’ old location, von Moos worked 
closely with the space, carefully studying its history and structure.  In the new space of 
the gallery, von Moos’ works more generously in size, scale and diversity of media.  
 
Initiating her work was simply a box of old family photographs; von Moos used it a 
starting point for her research.  From unexpected areas relationships unfolded, stories 
were told and images appeared. Although insight into the intimate relationships and the 
family stories of the artist are given and even encouraged, "Anne-Marie im Neuland” is 
not voyeuristic.  First of all, the newly discovered (family) photographs are of an unusual 
aesthetic quality.  Von Moss highlights this aspect by staging her own “historic” 
photographs, using the same equipment that was used 70 years ago.  In addition, the 
composition and presentation of the works creates a dense, yet playful relationship 
between the individual pieces in space.   Furthermore, her new work caters to two 
different expectations and criteria: on the one hand, it is very personal and has great 
personal and family relevance. But it is also about the issue of imagery, memory and 
photography in general.  Stories unfold which go beyond the personal; von Moos herself 
steps on “Neuland” enters “new territories” with her careful and subtle inquiries into 
post-90s issues of feminism and women’ role in family an society as a whole. 
 
Mimi von Moos' installations, videos, photographs and drawings aim to raise issues 
about connectivity - the link between social structures and landscape, the displacement 
of the body and its material contextuality. The power that lies in the individual 
representations helps the viewer to organize and newly determine his understanding of 
the material world.  She achieves this goal by relating the works to each other, yet 
manages to leave enough space for their individuality. 
 
Presented in the exhibition are photographic sequences and performances, installations, 
objects, frottages (rubbings) and prints.  The installation is accompanied by a series of 
four investigative and explanatory videos, which run continuously for the duration of the 
show. Since the work of Mimi von Moos bears strong narrative components and the 
artist herself possesses a brilliant narrative style, this short introductory text is 
accompanied by an extensive artist's statement. 


